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Experiment Month:
Helping Philosophers to Engage Empirically

June 30, 2009

Overview:

Although there has been a growing interest in experimental research among young philosophers, 
especially undergraduate and graduate students, many find that they don’t have the resources or
expertise required to conduct rigorous experimental research. These budding philosophers often 
have exciting and original ideas; they simply lack the support they would need to turn those 
visions into real philosophical research. The aim of the proposed Experiment Month program is 
to provide these philosophers with resources, encouragement and technical assistance to realize 
the potential of their own ideas. 

To attain these objectives, we propose, in conjunction with a consortium of prominent 
philosophers and under the auspices of the Yale University Program in Cognitive Science, to 
implement a program that will provide philosophers (especially students) with:

 ‘Experiment buddies’ who can help them to correctly design studies and think
through the implications of their data 

 On-line educational videos that guide them through the process of developing 
philosophically relevant experiments

 The resources necessary to put together online studies, attract a large sample of 
subjects, and analyze the resulting data. 

Above all, we aim to encourage and inspire young philosophers through the organization of a 
community-wide event that will enable broad participation in a friendly and supportive 
atmosphere.

Summary of Project:

Fall 2010 Proposals for experiments due.

Winter 2010 Team of volunteers select the most viable proposals for inclusion in 
the Experiment Month and provide helpful comments on selected 
submissions.

Winter 2010—  
Spring 2011

Each winning project is assigned an ‘experiment buddy’ who works 
with the philosopher to help refine the proposed study, enabling
research that successfully engages with the key philosophical 
questions in the relevant area. 

Spring 2011 The revised versions of the selected experimental studies will be 
made available on the project website, where we will encourage 
large-scale participation both from the philosophical community and 
from the broader public.
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Supervision (CVs Included Below):

The project will be carried out by its director, Mark Phelan, under the guidance of an Executive 
Committee (Tamar Gendler and Joshua Knobe) and in consultation with a Steering Committee.

Steering Committee:

Anthony Appiah, Princeton University
David Chalmers, Australian National University
Frank Jackson, Princeton University 
Brian Leiter, University of Chicago
Laurie Paul, University of North Carolina
Philip Pettit, Princeton University
Shaun Nichols, University of Arizona
Adina Roskies, Dartmouth College
Susanna Siegel, Harvard University
Walter Sinnott-Armstrong, Dartmouth College (moving to Duke University) 
Stephen Stich, Rutgers University
Ken Taylor, Stanford University
Brian Weatherson, Rutgers University

Psychology Consultants:

Martha Farah, University of Pennsylvania
Jonathan Haidt, University of Virginia

Executive Committee:

Tamar Gendler, Yale University
Joshua Knobe, Yale University

Director:

Mark Phelan, Yale University

Purpose and Outline of Plan:

Many areas of philosophy are concerned with how people think, feel, and communicate with one 
another. Discussions in ethics, metaphysics, and epistemology are motivated by and, in some 
cases, progress according to intuitions about different sorts of cases. Recently, philosophers have 
begun to investigate the nature, source, and univocity of people’s philosophically central 
thoughts and behaviors using the methods of contemporary cognitive science. These 
investigations are yielding surprising results concerning, for example, the stability of 
philosophical intuitions and their variety among different cultures and gender groups. 
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For philosophers familiar with such methods or in departments or intellectual communities
where interdisciplinary research is encouraged, embarking on such investigations can be easy. 
But for others, inherent barriers stand in the way of philosophically relevant empirical research. 
The purpose of the proposed project is to lower those barriers.

The principal aim of the project is to help overcome three basic barriers to research: 
informational, financial, and psychological.

 Informational: The informational barrier confronts a philosopher who suspects that 
empirical research could shed light on her topic of interest, but does not know, for 
instance, how to design a study, get permission to conduct research on human subjects, or 
conduct statistical analysis. To overcome the informational barrier, we will produce a 
website to inform philosophers about these and other topics. 

 Financial: Even with experimental know how, philosophers may face a financial barrier 
to empirical research. Attracting subjects, circulating experimental materials, and 
obtaining high-quality statistical analysis can all require resources to which many 
philosophers lack access. To overcome this financial barrier, we will provide resources 
for attracting subjects and provide access to statistical analysis. 

 Psychological: Finally, there exist psychological barriers. Philosophers may feel daunted 
by the prospect of engaging in this sort of novel endeavor, or find it difficult to make time 
to prioritize such a project. If their colleagues are not accustomed to assessing empirical 
work, philosophers may worry that the decision to pursue such work will result in 
isolation. To overcome inertia, we will facilitate a low-key and supportive competition, 
including a deadline by which philosophers must submit their proposed experiments. To 
overcome isolation, we will welcome philosophers into a community of researchers 
accustomed to assessing the application of experimental methods to philosophical issues.

Of course, good philosophy takes time. Thus, at the conclusion of Experiment Month, after their
data has been analyzed, competition winners will gain advice from accomplished philosophers 
about how to expand their research and increase its applicability to philosophical topics.

Plan Details:

Website:

We propose to develop a website that will include three categories of materials:

 On-line tutorials on topics including: the ethics of human behavioral experimentation, 
applying for internal review board research approval, experimental design, and 
statistical analysis, all presented with a philosophical audience in mind.  Modeled on
Virginia Valian’s “Tutorial’s for Change: Gender Schemas and Science Careers” 
(http://www.hunter.cuny.edu/gendertutorial/index.htm), these would take the form of 
PowerPoint presentations with associated text scripts.  
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 Supplementary videos in which professional philosophers and psychologists discuss 
less technical topics, including  typical problems of philosophical studies and the 
history of experimental research in various areas of philosophy. 

 Resources and links including sample IRB forms, examples and critiques of 
experimental philosophy, and links to other resources. Over time, we hope that the 
website will become a clearinghouse for information about experimental methods as 
they apply to philosophical practice.  

Encouraging Philosopher Participation:

In order to provide broad outreach, we will publicize the availability of our website, its 
informational resources, and our competition through electronic and print media. We will 
post information on various philosophy weblogs and websites and produce a poster to be sent 
to graduate and undergraduate philosophy programs, announcing our CFE (Call For 
Experiments). 

Proposal of Experiments:

The proposal of experiments for our competition will itself be an opportunity for education.
Competitors will submit their proposed experiments to us in the format of their home 
institution’s application to conduct human research. Such forms require researchers to 
concisely describe the rationale for their experiment and identify any relevant previous work. 
Typically, applicants must also describe their study design and the statistical analyses they 
plan to conduct on their data (we will provide a lot of guidance concerning these 
components), and present examples of the sorts of probes that will be given to experimental 
subjects. 

The completion of the institutional review application will put all competitors in a good 
position: Studies selected to appear on our website—and even those that are not—will be on 
the fast track to approval and execution. 

Moreover, because such applications contain similar major components, it will be possible to 
comparatively evaluate proposed experiments.

Selection of Experiments:

Experiments to be included on our website during Experiment Month will be selected on the 
basis of submitted proposals. The criteria of selection will include: philosophical relevance, 
experimental design, perceived likelihood of success, and philosophical and experimental 
innovation. If too many very good experiments are submitted, we will also consider 
researchers’ familiarity with the experimental method. Those researchers who are less 
familiar will be given the advantage, since they are likely to benefit most from the 
experience. We will not specify in advance of the competition a set number of experiments to 
be selected. The determination of how many experiments to select will be made on the basis 
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of the number of high-quality experiments submitted and the expected subject traffic for 
Experiment Month.

Breadth of the Competition:

We will welcome applications not only from philosophy faculty, but also from philosophy 
graduate students and advanced undergraduates. (We may in fact specify that a certain 
proportion of competition winners be students.) Though we will allow students and faculty 
from other disciplines to contribute to research projects, we will require that the primary 
investigator on submitted experiments be a graduate student or undergraduate major in 
philosophy or hold a current APA membership. 

Development of Experiments:

After experiments have been selected for inclusion in Experiment Month, they will be refined 
through the critical expertise of our panel of experts. Upon notification of selection, we will 
provide comments and suggestions from our selection committee. We will also assign each 
selected researcher an “experiment buddy”—a professional philosopher (or philosophically-
minded psychologist) who has considerable experimental and philosophical experience, and 
can guide philosophers through their research projects’ many tangles. Buddies will be the 
first go-to for a philosopher’s questions, as she moves from selection, critical feedback, 
revision, Review Board submission, and eventual completion of the experiment. Buddies will 
work in concert with one another and with the larger community of philosophers, 
psychologists, and cognitive scientists to help researchers with their projects.

Recruitment of Subjects and Experimental Aspect of Website:

In order to give participants the means to actually conduct their experiments, we need to 
attract a large number of research subjects. We believe the best way to do this is to create 
significant publicity for our project at a single, specified time—hence, the idea of an 
Experiment Month. 

During the entire month, we plan to saturate popular websites with “click-through” 
advertisements that will direct subjects to the website where they can participate in one of 
our selected experiments. If funds allow, we may devise enticements for study participation.

Statistical Services:

We plan to hire a statistical service to analyze the data obtained in the experiments. Such 
services commonly help researchers in the social sciences interpret their experimental results 
and can be hired for a project of our size and experimental complexity for a reasonable price.

Further Consultation for Philosophers:

We do not view the completion of selected experiments and statistical analysis of the data as 
the end of our project. Our panel of experts will help participant philosophers interpret the 
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theoretical import of their results. They will help philosophers devise courses of future 
research. Finally, we hope to invite philosophers selected to participate in Experiment Month 
to present their results at a poster session at the following Eastern APA.

Benefits for the Profession:

Our project has tangible and intangible benefits for professional philosophy. 

Amongst the tangible benefits are the tutorials and supplemental videos on the experimental 
method, which will be a permanent resource for the profession. We will also design a public 
survey site for philosophers. This will make possible Experiment Month, but can be used 
thereafter by other philosophers to post their experiments online. Finally, our project will spur 
actual research, which will benefit the profession in as yet unrecognized ways.

The intangible benefits of our project include another tool in the toolbox of participating 
philosophers and greater philosophical appreciation for the ways in which work from outside the 
traditional bounds of the discipline can bear on topics within it. 

Proposed Timeline:

Good philosophical experiments take thought and reflection. So we will give philosophers plenty 
of time to benefit from our resources and suggestions. Though experiments will run for one 
month, our project will proceed for more than a year. We propose the following model timeline:

Spring 2010 Design and produce website

Summer 2010 Begin publicizing website, resources, and experiment competition

October 31, 2010 Proposals for experiments due 

December 15, 2010 Competition results announced. Selected philosophers receive first set 
of detailed comments about their proposal.

December 15—
February, 2011

Under the buddy system, experiments are revised. Selected 
philosophers apply for local review board approval of their 
experiment.

March 2011 Experiment Month

April—May 2011

Summer/Fall 2011

Statistical analysis is conducted on experimental results. Discussion 
and reflection about how to interpret these results and what future 
research to perform begins.

Reflection and further research continues. Philosophers consider how 
best to present their studies, results, and research projects.
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December 2011 A poster session is organized at the Eastern APA divisional meeting. 
Selected participants in Experiment Month can present summaries of 
their research and findings in poster format. 

Proposed Budget:

The success of this project will depend to a large extent on the financial resources we have at our 
disposal. Certain of the expenditures discussed in this budget are elastic and can be expanded or 
contracted depending on the funding available. We are seeking support from the APA for some 
or all of the following expenses:

Development of 
Tutorials

The content of our tutorials will be developed gratis by various 
faculty members. We will pay undergraduate philosophy students to 
encode pronounced scripts under these PowerPoint presentations to 
create our tutorials. The rate for such work is currently $12.50 an 
hour.

Overall, for development of tutorials we expect to pay roughly $500.

Production of 
Instructional Videos

Certain of our experts will produce instructional videos, rather than 
tutorials, to aid our project. We need to rent equipment to record and 
edit these videos. An investigation into current rates suggests that 
equipment and relevant editing services can be acquired for $350.

Overall, for instructional video production we expect to pay roughly 
$350.

Web Design An investigation of several online services suggests that design and 
site management services of the complexity we require will cost 
approximately $2000. 

Overall, for web design and support we expect to pay roughly $2000.

Promotion We want to alert two groups of individuals to our project: participant 
philosophers and research subjects. The major cost of promotion to 
participant philosophers will be designing and disseminating a poster 
detailing our project and call for experiments. (We also plan to post 
notices on philosophy websites and to notify graduate and 
undergraduate programs of our project.) We expect costs for 
production and mailing of the poster to be approximately $250. 

Recruitment of research subjects who are not philosophers will be 
more expensive. (The number of studies we can host will depend on 
how much money we can devote to attracting subjects.) One option 
would be to place an ad through Google Adwords. Given Google’s 
advertising structure, we expect that allocating $1500 dollars to such 
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ads would provide us enough subjects to allow for comfortable 
completion of approximately10-12 studies. In addition or instead, we 
may pursue other avenues for publicity.  

Overall, we expect costs for publicity of our project to run $1750.

Support for Buddies As a token of our appreciation to the professional scholars who agree 
to serve as buddies, we would like to give them a book or other small 
professional expression of gratitude. 

Overall, for Buddy support we expect to pay roughly $500.

Statistical Consultants Consultation with various statistical services suggests that for the 
number and comprehensiveness of the studies we will be hosting, 
requiring the analyses these will require, a service can be hired for 
around $4000.

Overall, for statistical analyses we expect to pay roughly $4000.

APA Poster Session We will host a poster session for participant philosophers to show
their work at the Eastern APA. We will arrange for space and easels 
to display posters. We will also provide refreshments, in order to 
attract a crowd.

Overall, for the poster session, we expect to pay $1000.

Proposed Budget: $10,100

Since the bulk of our expenses come in the form of start-up costs, we propose that all or most 
(two-thirds) of our grant funds be allocated in the summer of 2010. The remainder may be 
allocated in December 2010 or January 2011. 

Fiscal Agent:

Nancy Kendrick
Manager of Financial Reporting
Yale University
Grant and Contract Financial Administration
P.O. Box 208239
New Haven, CT 06520-8239
203-432-3060

Additional Potential Sources of Funding:

In April 2010 we will apply for an NEH Digital Humanities Start-Up Grant. This grant, like the 
APA grant we are here applying for, would be applicable to the 2010-11 academic year. We will 
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consider the possibility of submitting an application for funding under the NEH Grants for 
Teaching and Learning Resources and Curriculum Development. 

Our project will also be partially self-funded (by Yale Cognitive Science). We also intend to 
apply for matching funds from Yale University.

Website Location and Details:

Yale Cognitive Science will host the website. As discussed in the budget proposal, we will hire a 
site manager to design and maintain the site.


